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PURPOSE. This eighth volume in NCTE/ERIC's index to ERIC English, ERIC Documents on the Teaching of English, represents the continuing effort of this Clearinghouse to bring together in one place a list of all documents relating to English teaching which have been processed into the ERIC system. Because each ERIC clearinghouse covers a separate area of the educational field (e.g., Linguistics, Educational Media, Teacher Education), the documents processed by several clearinghouses are of possible interest to the English teacher. Although these acquisitions are announced in issues of Research in Education (RIE), and although indexes to RIE are quite helpful, the ERIC Clearinghouse on the Teaching of English hopes to meet the demand for greater convenience with this continuing index which includes relevant citations from each of the ERIC clearinghouses.

CONTENTS. The present volume brings the index through June 1972. The eight volumes together index the English-related content of the ERIC file from 1956 through June 1972. The following volumes are available:


ERIC Documents on the Teaching of English: Volume Two--January-June 1969 lists all those ERIC English documents abstracted in RIE during the period indicated as well as many documents from the earlier period which were omitted from the first volume because they were not available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). (NCTE/ERIC decided that a complete index should include citations for all English documents processed--evaluated, indexed, and abstracted; by an ERIC clearinghouse; hence, this volume includes those previously omitted documents and gives availability sources for them.) Available from the National Council of Teachers of English, Stock Number 02268--$0.75 prepaid.

ERIC Documents on the Teaching of English: Volume Three--July-December 1969 completes the index through 1969 by listing not only all those English-related documents abstracted in RIE from July through December but all journal articles related to English which were indexed during 1969 in USOE's newest publication, Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE). Available from the National Council of Teachers of English, Stock Number 02277--$1.25 prepaid.

ERIC Documents on the Teaching of English: Volume Four--January-June 1970 continues to index the content of both RIE and CIJE, the first six 1970 issues of each. Available from the National Council of Teachers of English, Stock Number 02286--$1.25 prepaid.
ERIC Documents on the Teaching of English: Volume Five--July-December 1970 completes the index through the last six 1970 issues of both RIE and CIJE. Available from the National Council of Teachers of English, Stock Number 02311--$1.25 prepaid.

ERIC Documents on the Teaching of English: Volume Six--January-June 1971 indexes the content of RIE through the first six months of 1971. CIJE materials have been omitted. It is an in-house publication available through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Drawer 0, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

ERIC Documents on the Teaching of English: Volume Seven--July-December 1971 completes the index through the last six 1971 issues of RIE. CIJE materials have been omitted. It is an in-house publication available through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Drawer 0, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

ERIC Documents on the Teaching of English: Volume Eight--January-June 1972 indexes the content of RIE through the first six months of 1972. CIJE materials have been omitted. It is an in-house publication available through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Drawer 0, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

The documents were selected by hand and eye from computer-produced abstract collections by the staff of NCTE/ERIC located at the National Council of Teachers of English headquarters.

The present index is similar to the previous one in that it does not include the content of CIJE, but rather was restricted to the content of RIE.

CITATIONS. Entries are listed under one of thirteen categories. In a number of cases, subcategories were created to facilitate retrieval of information in a specialized area (e.g. a separate section under "Written Expression" for "Journalism and the Student Press," a separate section under "Study and Use of Multiple-Media" for "Film Study." ) In addition, most of the major thirteen categories are broken down into four levels: General or Multi-level, Preschool and Elementary (up to grade 6), Secondary (grades 7-12), and College and Junior College.*

Because this index is neither narrowly specialized nor comprehensive of all extant English-related books, articles, and research reports, it is particularly useful for the kind of browsing that would answer the question: What can be identified through the ERIC system on the subject of teaching English?

FINDING AIDS. At the end of every citation in brackets is an ED Number. "A Finding List for ERIC Documents" (see below) cross-references these ED Numbers to the appropriate issue of RIE in which more information about a particular title (in the form of a document abstract) may be found.

ORDERING INFORMATION. To see about the availability and cost of a particular document, check the ED Number in RIE or in the ERIC collection.

* The titles of all citations, whether of books or articles, have been italicized.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ED NUMBERS</th>
<th>ISSUE OF RIE</th>
<th>ED NUMBERS</th>
<th>ISSUE OF RIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>054 391--055 252</td>
<td>Jan. 1972</td>
<td>057 258--058 464</td>
<td>April 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>056 243--057 257</td>
<td>March 1972</td>
<td>059 409--060 226</td>
<td>June 1972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I. THE TEACHING PROFESSION

A. General


B. Teacher Education


24. Hughes, Catherine. In-Service Training: Opportunity and Obligations. (ND): 8 p. [ED 057 672]


32. Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages. Statement of Qualifications and Guidelines for Preparations of Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages in the United States. (June 1971): 9pp. [ED 054 653]

33. Wilder, Mary Roberts. An Evaluation of the Pre-Service and In-Service Academic Preparation in English for Teachers of Disadvantaged Students in Selected Colleges in the State of Georgia. (1970): 175pp. [ED 056 037]


II. ENGLISH INSTRUCTION: METHODS, THEORIES, PRACTICES

A. General and Multi-level


B. Preschool and Elementary


C. Secondary


D. College


E. The Student: Characteristics and Attitudes


III. ENGLISH CURRICULUM: THEORIES, SURVEYS, GUIDES

A. General and Multi-level


B. Preschool and Elementary


C. Secondary


D. Junior College

IV. WRITTEN EXPRESSION

A. General and Multi-level


92. Fechek, Theresa Anne. The Use of Informative Themes in the Reading Anthologies for the Teaching of Composition in Grades Four through Twelve. (1970): 122pp. [ED 056 038]


B. Elementary

95. Writing Children's Books. (July 1971): 6p. [ED 056 039]


103. Ullyette, Jean M. Guidelines for Creative Writing. (1968): 49pp. [ED 059 998]

C. Secondary


111. Tokars, Lester E. *Basic Understandings of Nonfictional Writings Using the Newspaper as a Supplementary Aid: For Junior High School and Senior High School Grades.* (1971): 37pp. [ED 058 224]


Secondary


128. ______. Journalism in Florida Junior High Schools. [1971]: 8p. [ED 057 058]

129. ______. Journalism in Middle West High Schools in 1969. [1969]: 26pp. [ED 057 050]

130. ______. Journalism the Content of Your School Paper. [1969]: 5p. [ED 057 059]


College and Junior College


V. LITERATURE

A. General and Multi-level


B. Preschool and Elementary


C. Secondary


D. Literary Analysis and Methodology: Poetry and Drama


E. Fiction


F. Black and Other Minority Literature


G. World Literature


VI. LANGUAGE: CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

A. General and Multi-level


B. Preschool and Elementary


C. Secondary


D. College and Junior College


E. Spelling

General and Multi-level

216. Cronnell, Bruce. Spelling-to-Sound Correspondences for Reading vs. Sound-to-Spelling Correspondences for Writing. (June 1971): 9p. [ED 057 024]


Elementary


Secondary


F. Reading

General and Multi-level


236. Schewe, Douglas H. The Vocationally-Oriented Reader. [Dec. 1971]: 2pp. [ED 057 998]


244. Stoodt, Barbara D. The Relationship between Understanding Grammatical Conjunctions and Reading Comprehension. (1970): 126pp. [ED 060 010]


246. Wilson, Robert D. A Reading Program for ESL Primary Students. (March 1971): 6pp. [ED 056 574]


VII. ORAL and AURAL SKILLS

A. Speech Theory and Research

General and Multi-level


Preschool and Elementary


Secondary


B. Speech Instruction:
  Methodology & Curricula

General & Multi-level


College and Jr. College


C. Speech Communication

General & Multi-level


Preschool and Elementary


Secondary

287. Tokars, Lester E. *Basic Understandings of Nonfictional Writings Using the Newspaper as a Supplementary Aid: For Junior High School and Senior High School Grades.* (1971): 37pp. [ED 058 224]

College & Jr. College


D. Listening

General & Multi-level


Preschool & Elementary


VIII. DRAMATIC ARTS

A. General & Multi-level


B. Preschool & Elementary


C. Secondary


D. College & Jr. College


IX. LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTIC THEORY AND RESEARCH

A. General & Multi-level


323. Spence, Carol M. *An Evaluation of the Comparison of Hearing and Deaf Subjects to Investigate the Language Thought Issue.* (May 1971): 90pp. [ED 056 537]


B. Preschool & Elementary


C. Secondary


X. TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES. (TESOL)

A. General


348. Fidelholtz, James L. A Bibliography of (Mostly) Generative Synchronic Phonological Studies of TESOL Languages. [1971]: 38pp. [ED 057 649]


365. Wilson, Robert D. A Reading Program for ESL Primary Students. (March 1971): 6p. [ED 056 574]

B. Adult Education


C. Spanish Speaking


369. Gomes de Matos, Francisco and Leopoldo Wigdorsky. Foreign Language Teaching in Latin America. [1966]: 70pp. [ED 055 474]


D. Bilingual Education


388. Wilson, Robert D. *Assumptions for Bilingual Instruction in the Primary Grades of Navajo Schools*. (Nov. 1971): 38pp. [ED 059 766]

E. Teaching English Outside the U.S.


XI. TEACHING STANDARD ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF NON-STANDARD DIALECTS (SOCIAL DIALECTS): TENL

A. General & Multi-level


B. Secondary


C. College & Jr. College

XII. HUMANITIES

A. General & Multi-level


B. Secondary


XIII. STUDY AND USE OF MULTI-MEDIA

A. General & Multi-level


B. Film Study


426. Amelio, Ralph J. Film in the Classroom; Why Use It, How to Use It. (1971): 181pp. [ED 056 505]


39. Jacobs, Lewis. The Emergence of Film Art, the Evaluation and Development of the Motion Picture as an Art from 1900 to the Present. (1969): 453pp. [ED 059 578]


Elementary


Secondary


453. Jantzen, Gerrie. ...And Whatever You Do, Don't Break the Camera... A Study in Educational Change. (1971): 35pp. [ED 058 358]